This paper introduces a new plant-inspired mechanism for decentralized adaptation, called clonal plasticity, which does not make use of the MAPE loop. The mechanism acts on every individual in a population and does not require centralized control. The paper presents a case-study demonstrating its utility and feasibility in adaptation. The paper concludes with some thoughts about the costs and limitations of this mechanism, and possible future strands of research in this direction.
INTRODUCTION
Technologically, society is moving towards an ever-increasing number of connected devices, which are highly sophisticated in terms of computing power. Concepts like Smart Cities envisage a world, where systems from multiple domains, currently silo-ed in their particular function, interact in an integrated manner to provide citizens with efficient and sustainable infrastructural support in transportation, energy, water, etc [23, 7] . Other concepts like Internet of Things envisage a hyper-connected world, where devices, hitherto considered 'dumb', would be able to connect to other devices and make intelligent decisions, even in the face of changing human needs [26, 29] . All of these concepts assume that the underlying technological systems and infrastructure are able to adapt to environmental change and preserve their function [3] . Thus, self-adaptive systems are a foundational necessity to the realization of such techno-fused societies. SelfAdaptive systems are those that are able to preserve at least one of the so-called self-* properties (self-protection, selfhealing, self-configuring, self-optimizing, etc.). This has traPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 16-17 2016 , Austin, TX, USA ditionally been done using the MAPE-K loop [17] . However, this is difficult to scale for highly distributed systems, since by the time the monitoring, analysis, planning and execution steps are performed, the original problematic environment could have already changed. Also, a centralized MAPE-K loop based self-adaptation makes little sense in a MultiAgent System (MAS) where each agent is not only potentially autonomous, but also has potentially different goals. MASs are typically used in situations where distributed, autonomous decision-making is a natural fit. These situations include modeling city traffic [8] , socio-technical systems [22] , smart-grids [14, 20] , smart-parking systems [24] , cooperative control [25] , etc. Most multi-agent system based adaptation relies on the distributed and autonomous nature of the constituent agents [11] , but there is little literature on how to configure the agents themselves. Applications such as collision avoidance [6] , grid management [16] use collaborative learning, and hierarchically deferring to a controller agent, to achieve the application's objectives. The most popular technique of self-configuration in multi-agent systems is reinforcement-learning [4] . However, in competitive situations where collaboration is not possible, these techniques are not readily applicable. In this context, Prof. David Garlan presented a talk at SEAMS'15 entitled "The MAPEloop considered harmful", where it was speculated that a MAPE-less adaptation technique could potentially be useful in multiple scenarios. Coker et al. [9] also posited that large-scale software adaptation could be enriched by techniques from other domains, such as stochastic search. We wish to position our paper in this line of thought, and present a plant-inspired adaptation technique called clonal plasticity. Many plants exhibit adaptive behavior through the use of phenotypic plasticity, where the immediate environment influences the height of the stem, width of the leaves, size of the roots, etc. Another phenomenon that occurs in plants is clonal reproduction, where all the individual plants in a given location are genetically identical copies of a single ancestor, without any sexual reproduction. We combine these two features to create a strategy called clonal plasticity. In the following sections, we first define what we mean by clonal plasticity for a software (Section 2), show through a case-study (Section 3), its utility in decentralized adaptation. Finally, we reflect from a software engineering perspective (Section 4) on the costs and limitations of using such an adaptation strategy, before concluding the paper.
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CLONAL PLASTICITY
In clonal reproduction, a 'daughter' plant is formed "through 2016 IEEE/ACM 11th International Symposium on Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-Managing Systems sequential reiteration of a basic structural unit or module consisting of the leaf with its associated auxiliary bud and a segment of stem that connects it to other units" [13] . Basically, the individuals that are formed after reproduction are genetically identical to the original parent. This form of reproduction (clonal reproduction) has long been known to botanists as a very successful survival strategy. For instance, one aspen tree has been known to cover 43 hectares of land in Fish Lake County, Utah, with around 47000 clones, with an average age of 100 years [10] . It is important to note that though these clones are genetically (and sometimes physically) connected, they function as independent organisms. Also, in spite of an identical genome, they do not necessarily look or behave identically. This variation in structure and/or behavior is due to a phenomenon called phenotypic plasticity. Plasticity, in this context, is the ability of an organism to vary its structure (height of stem, width of leaves, etc.) or behaviour (connect to its clonal sibling or disconnect) according to environmental influences.
Phenotypic Plasticity is shown by the genotype of an organism when its expression is able to be altered by environmental influences [2] . Plasticity, by this definition, does not include variation in an organism due to genetic factors.
We combine these two phenomenon, exhibited in plants, to propose a self-adaptation mechanism called clonal plasticity. The fundamental difference between clonal plasticity and other evolutionary mechanisms, such as genetic algorithms(GA), is the absence of a selection function, that identifies fit and unfit individuals. Clearly the absence of a selection function, from an adaptation perspective, implies that a system consisting of many individually adapting clones would adapt slower than a system implementing a GA. However, in some uncertain environments, it is better to approach a good solution in graduated steps, than in a fast convergence. Another feature of clonal plasticity is that all of its adaptations are reversible. This may not be the case with a genetic algorithm. Depending on the sequence of steps taken, a GA might not be able to revisit a certain solution, since unfit individuals containing a portion of the solution may have been previously completely removed from a population. In the general case, it is not possible for any adaptive mechanism to guarantee that the adaptation step will definitely lead to a better situation than the current one. However, a good adaptive mechanism must recognize that sometimes environments change fast, and therefore changes made to a system must be reversible.
Pre-requisites
A pre-requisite for clonal plasticity is plasticity in the genome. That is, depending on environmental feedback, the genome must be able to express behavioral changes. Note, this does not mean that the genome itself is changed, but merely that the organism responds behaviorally to changes in the environment. This is in contrast with other mechanisms that have been studied under the umbrella of evolutionary computing. Whether by schemes of mutation or crossover, evolutionary computation makes changes in the underlying genome of the organism, whereas with clonal plasticity, the genome remains unchanged.
From a software system's perspective, this feature of clonal plasticity means that functional goals of a plastic system will continue to be met in the same manner, as the original system. For certain domains (e.g., critical systems [5] ), the guarantee of functional correctness is an important consideration.
The Process of Plastic Reproduction
In clonal plasticity, the principal method of reproduction is clonal, which means that child organisms are substantially similar to their parent organism. The differentiation between a parent and a child occurs due to environmental influence, and the degree of plasticity exhibited by the organism. The process of plastic reproduction, depicted in Figure 1 , is given by the following steps:
1. Identify Plasticity Points: At a given moment in time, t, of the system's lifetime, each individual in the system (depicted a circle in Figure 1 ) identifies all its parts that can take multiple representations, values, or behaviour.
Evaluate Environmental Input:
Simultaneously, the fitness of each individual is self-evaluated in the following way: for each plastic point, environmental feedback is evaluated to check whether it impedes or favors that point. Feedback from the environment may come from different sensors or neighboring individuals or chemotaxis, or the individual's own reproduction memory (m in Figure 1 ).
Plasticity Memory:
All individuals that have reproduced before, keep a record of the previous Plasticity Range chosen during the last reproduction cycle (variable m in Figure 1 ). This allows an individual to repeat a good adaptation strategy, if it previously had a positive reward, or alternatively abandon a poor adaptation strategy.
4. Choose Plasticity Range: During the following timestep (t+1), each individual chooses a plastic response, based on the evaluated environmental input. The available responses may be one of: (1) Exact Clone, (2) Low Plasticity, and (3) High Plasticity.
Clone and Modify Plastic Points:
During the same time-step, each individual makes a clone of itself. The individual's plasticity points may be adapted according to the chosen strategy. The entire process starts again with a new time-step, t , on all clones.
Choosing the Plasticity Range:.
The process of modifying the plastic points considers both positive and negative feedback. For a given time instant t, the adaptation decision depends on two factors:
1. Feedback from environment at time t, whether it is positive or negative.
2. Memory of the modification action, taken at time t-1.
If the feedback from the environment is positive, and memory of the previous action is also positive, then the Plasticity Range is Exact Clone If the feedback from the environment is positive, but the memory of the previous action is negative, then the Plasticity Range is Low Plasticity. If the feedback from the environment is negative, then the Plasticity Range is always High Plasticity Exact Clone.
In this case, the individual simply makes a copy of itself, with no change at all.
Low Plasticity.
Modification with Low Plasticity implies that the individual chooses the same plasticity point, as chosen during the previous cloning process, and moves in the same direction as before.
High Plasticity.
Modification with High Plasticity implies that the individual chooses a different plasticity point, than was chosen during the previous cloning process, and moves in a random direction.
Presence of Competition from Other Agents.
Depending on the particular system, plasticity can also accommodate competition from other agents. If the feedback from the environment is negative, and the memory of the previous action is also negative, then that agent is deemed to be too weak to clone itself. Rather, it is 'taken over' by any random neighbouring agent that is stronger due to a positive feedback from its environment.
Differences from a GA
Clonal Plasticity is still an instance of an evolutionary process(since it is inspired from plants). However, there are some important differences between Clonal Plasticity and well-known evolutionary techniques, like a Genetic Algorithm. These can be summarized as follows:
1. No Selection: Plasticity acts on every individual and the degree of plastic change exhibited is solely dependent on the individual's fitness in its local environment. This raises the possibility of an individual being fit in one part of the environment, and being unfit in another part of the environment. The hyper-local environment for fitness and the absence of a selection function completely decentralizes the change process.
No change to genome:
Phenotypic plasticity occurs due to environmental conditions (this may be neighbouring individuals or physical/temporal environment), but there is no change in the genotype -that is, only parametrizable changes are allowed. This implies that the boundary of change is well-defined.
Slow change:
Unlike conventional genetic or evolutionary algorithms, the new 'child' is a faithful copy of the parent, and hence, the amount of change that can be exhibited from generation to generation is very little.
PLASTIC ADAPTATION CASE STUDY
This section showcases the utility and feasibility of a plasticity model to realize decentralized adaptation, by implementing an adaptive version of Conway's Game of Life (GoL). We use GoL, as its dynamics are readily known, and the application can be easily decomposed into multiple individuals, each reacting to adaptation scenarios from the environment. The purpose of this case study is to show how individuals in a system can adapt their behavior with respect to the their own perception of the surrounding execution environment, i.e., adaptation is not uniform for all individuals, but rather is heterogeneous. The objective for each individual to adapt, is to offer the most advance game experience with respect to the surrounding environment. In order to adapt each individual's behavior, we follow a clonal plasticity approach, where individuals adapt immediately after they have sensed a change in their surrounding execution environment.
The initial setting for our case study is that of the regular GoL, i.e., a two dimensional grid of cells, each cell being in one of two possible states, alive or dead. The game progresses by changing the state of each cell with respect to the state of their immediate neighbors. Our version of GoL is decentralized, detaching cells from a central grid arrangement. Rather, as shown in Figure 2a , each cell is a free floating individual that finds its neighbors according to their proximity (given by cells' position). Cells use a 1-radius neighborhood to evaluate game progress (e.g., demarcated by the blue square centered at the live cell in the figures). Each individual cell in the game can react to two changes in their surrounding execution environment, leading to different adaptations in its behavior. (1) The first environment change, causes cells to use larger neighborhoods to update their state as the game progresses. This is shown in Figure 2b for a neighborhood of radius 2 (demarcated by the red square center around the alive cell). (2) The second environment change, causes cells to transcend into a three--dimensional space. This is shown in Figure 2c , where all cells are adapted to live in a three-dimensional space. 
Implementing Decentralized Adaptations
The two aforementioned adaptation scenarios for GoL are implemented using the adaptation mechanisms proposed in Context-oriented Programming (COP) [15] , to adhere to a plastic reproduction mechanism. In particular, we use the Context Traits [12] language for our implementation. Context Traits enables the behavioral adaptation of a software system in response to input from its surrounding execution environment. COP is chosen as an implementation mechanism since it satisfies the five steps of the plastic reproduction process introduced in Section 2.2.
Our adaptation scenarios affect the interaction between
cells. Therefore, the Plasticity Points for all cell individuals in GoL are identified precisely as those points where cells interact with each other (i.e., the countAliveNeighbors (), livenessConditions(), and step() functions). In Context Traits such adaptations are defined as stand-alone behavior units, defined as shown below for the large neighborhood adaptation as an example. The two outermost loops in this adaptation search for cells in a 2-radius neighborhood, while the inner loop, goes over all cells discovered in the environment. If there are alive cells in the neighborhood, then these are counted. (i.e., behavior) requires adaptation. If this is the case, then adaptations are enacted immediately. In our example, the need for adaptation is signaled to an object instance via a context object. Contexts associate object instances with their behavior adaptations, for example, the large neighbourhood adaptation requires a new LargeNeighborhoodi,j context is created, associating the context to a celli,j instance, and the behavioral adaptation defined previously, as follows
Program entities (i.e., object instances) sense their environment and evaluate whether their Plasticity Points
3. In our implementation, individuals do not keep an active record of their last adaptation taken. Rather, each individual is aware of all its adaptations at all time. However, these previous actions do not influence individuals' behavior, and Environmental Input is gathered from external sensors and self.
4. When adapting an object instance, in our COP model, we always choose a low plasticity strategy. That is, adaptations are always assumed to provide the best possible behavior, and hence provide a positive effect, for the object instance with respect to its surrounding environment.
5.
Adaptations have an instantaneous effect on the object instances they modify, i.e., immediately after the context signals the adaptation, by calling the activate() construct on the context (e.g., LargeNeighborhood.activate()), the object instance associated with such context will immediately use the behavior adaptation associated with the context.
Also, similar to the introduction of adaptations by means of context activation, in our approach, adaptations can be reverted by withdrawing adaptive behavior from instance objects using the deactivate() construct on the context (e.g., LargeNeighborhood.deactivate()). Reverting adaptations also has an immediate effect on object instances, withdrawing the corresponding behavior from the Plasticity Point.
Environment Dynamics and Experimental Set-up
To show the feasibility of the plasticity adaptation mechanism for decentralized environments, we run a GoL consisting of n 2 cells (i.e., individuals). 1 At any moment in time, any of the individuals can engage in any of the adaptations, if it is so required in the surrounding environment.
Our GoL implementation has three Plasticity Points, the countAliveNeighbors(), livenessConditions(), and step() functions. The first two functions are behavioural adaptations in the LargeNeighborhood context, while the first and last functions are behavioural adaptations in the 3D context. Figure 3 shows the possible adaptation scenarios for our GoL implementation. Starting from the top, the game progresses as stipulated by the original rules, where each cell uses a neighborhood of radius 1 (e.g., blue square centered on the alive cells in Figure 3 ) to verify the conditions to progress to the next step. From this stage the environment can influence change in two ways, the rules change to include larger neighborhoods (moving to the game on the lefthand side of Figure 3 ), or the rules change to work on a threedimensional space (moving to the right-hand side of Figure 3) . Note here that, no matter which of the adaptations is taken, this is not a uniform change for all individuals, but only those cells that sensed the change in the surrounding environment adapt. For example, in Figure 3 , in the first case only the leftmost live cell adapted to take into account large neighborhoods in its game rules, while, in the second case, five cells adapted to a three-dimensional space. Cells that have adapted, have two choices for a new adaptation, they can either revert the adaptation taken, or they can incorporate the other adaptation, in response to their environment. If the environment is sensed to revert the adaptation, then the game will revert to its original state. In the case of cells that adapted to large neighborhoods, if they now adapt two three-dimensional spaces, then the game will behave as in the bottom of Figure 3 . In the case of cells that adapted to a three-dimensional space, if they now adapt to large neighborhoods, then they will also behave as in the bottom of Figure 3 i.e., a three-dimensional space with neighborhoods of radius 2. From such state, either of the adaptations can be reverted, going back to the adaptation signaled by the environment. For example, if the large neighbourhoods is reverted, the behavior will be that of the three-dimensional space.
We executed GoL in two different settings to ensure its usability, and the feasibility of our approach. The first setting consisted of controlled adaptations of the game. That is, we implemented two fixed scenarios in which contexts will be activated and deactivated deliberately to verify that the game behaved correctly for each adaptation scenario as well as a the combination of both. In this setting, at every step the game progressed according to its rules (i.e., regular GoL rules and the adapted ones), and when reverting all cells to the original setting, the game continued working normally. The second setting consisted on an "infinite" run of the game, in which every two seconds each cell would sense the environment and adapt according to the sensed scenario. The cells that sense the adaptation scenario are chosen randomly, but they all adapt to the same scenario, i.e., either large neighborhoods, or three-dimensional space. After this adaptation step, all cells take a step according to the rules currently applying to them, and then the environment is sensed again.
We see that using the process of clonal reproduction along with plasticity in behaviour allows independent cells to adapt to changes in the rules of GoL. Implementing these kinds of adaptations for an individual cell simplifies the adaptation reasoning, since we do not have to account for the entire system as a whole. Performing a MAPE-K based adaptation for such a system, where the environment can signal change of neighborhood size on one part of the system, or three-dimensional space at another part of the system would have been very difficult. The analysis and planning would have had to deal with multiple conflicting signals from the monitoring aspect of the adaptation framework.
Clonal Plasticity Beyond GoL
While GoL serves as an example to show the feasibility of using clonal plasticity for the adaptation of software systems in a decentralized fashion, this application also showcases the applicability of this approach to larger and more complex scenarios.
Note that the transition from small scale scenarios as GoL to larger decentralized application domains in smart cities or IoT environments is immediate from the programmers' perspective. As shown with GoL, each individual agent defines the situations from the surrounding environment it responds to (i.e., contexts) and the fine-grained adaptations to interact with the new environment. Such development approach would still stand for larger case studies. Each agent in the system is implemented associating their corresponding adaptations without any additional infrastructure or required knowledge about other agents. Furthermore, as there is no coordination or synchronization required between agents, the scale of the system will not affect the adaptation time for the individual agents.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PERSPEC-TIVE
The benefit of plasticity is the ability to produce better phenotype-environment matches across more environments, than would be possible by producing a single phenotype in all environments [18] . However, there are some costs to be incurred, as with all adaptive mechanisms, and some limitations that accrue to a plastic mechanism.
Costs
Maintenance Costs:
Although fitness for purpose is usually considered at design-time, creating a continual sensory mechanism for receiving feedback from the environment, induces maintenance costs.
Production Costs:
In memory-constrained environments, the binary footprint of a particular piece of software could play an important role. In such deployment scenarios, creating a regulatory mechanism to sense feedback and then adjust parameters incurs a cost in terms the of size of the deployed code.
Information Acquisition Costs:
The process of sensing the environment uses up CPU cycles and memory, which may/may not be significant, depending on the domain.
Development Costs:
From a human perspective, adding a plasticity mechanism, while less cumbersome than other adaptation mechanisms, is still a developmental addition. Any developmental addition also has knockon effects on testing and validation steps in the software development life-cycle.
Limitations
1. Information Reliability Limit: Depending on the granularity of the sensory/feedback mechanism, the precise environmental cue for plastic adaptation may not be available. This is dependent more on the domain, and less on the ability of the software. However, the adaptation performed by the plastic response might not be correct at all times. This could lead to see-saw-ing of the plastic response, which may be counter-intuitive to the system-maintainer.
Lag-time Limit:
A system can only adapt as quickly as it can detect a relevant change in its environment. Depending on the implementation of the feedback mechanism and frequency of cloning, plasticity's adaptive response may not be in sync with the environment.
It must be noted, that all of these costs and limitations are not exclusive to Clonal Plasticity, but rather are valid for any adaptation mechanism, including those that use the MAPE-K loop.
RELATED WORK
There has been a plethora of work on decentralized adaptation [27, 28] and the use of natural metaphors [21, 19] for such goals. Our work falls squarely within this field of using nature-inspired mechanisms. Other work such as Morphogenetic engineering also draws its inspiration from the self-organized-yet-architected natural systems, however their emphasis is on the architectural properties enabled through self-organization and self-assembly processes. These can also accommodate adaptation to environmental changes, but the focus is on the complex structure that is autonomously created and sustained. In this paper, we examine a more immediate goal of adaptation, that of responding quickly to changes in the environment. Philosophically, this paper is closest to the notion of functional blueprints [1] . Beal [1] recognizes that " stress-tolerant system can exploit its tolerance to navigate dynamically through the space of viable designs". Clonal Plasticity exploits this very tolerance to differentiated-but-good-enough functionality to adapt to the changing environment.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
We propose clonal plasticity as an alternative to existing adaptation mechanisms. In our experiment, we demonstrated the feasibility and performance of the approach. Nonetheless, to establish the efficacy of clonal plasticity, it needs to be implemented and evaluated in multiple settings, and in multiple domains. We expect that certain domains would be a more natural fit, than others, especially those that require self-configuration of parameters. In the longer term, we would like to establish a taxonomy of problems which allows to systematically pick, whether to use clonal plasticity or some other self-adaptive mechanism. In doing so, we hope to enlarge the self-adaptation toolkit available to system designers.
In this paper, we have introduced a new mechanism for adaptation inspired by plants, which is completely decentralized and does not require an objective function. This allows a system that is clonally plastic to evolve at runtime, without the need for a human to oversee its performance over the long-term. We have shown its usability and feasibility for adaptation to environmental changes. We further discussed potential costs and limitations of implementing clonal plasticity. From a software engineering perspective, clonal plasticity represents a new decentralized pattern of adaptation, where we have explored both, advantages and potential pitfalls of using this pattern.
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